Structural basis of protein complex formation and reconfiguration by polyglutamine disease protein Ataxin-1 and Capicua
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1 Introduction
Spinocerebellar Ataxia Type 1 (SCA1) is a dominantly-inherited neurodegenerative disease caused by polyglutamine expansion in Ataxin-1 (ATXN1) [1]. ATXN1 binds to the transcriptional repressor Capicua (CIC), and the interaction plays a critical role in SCA1 pathogenesis whereby reducing CIC levels rescues SCA1-like phenotypes in a mouse model [2, 3]. Here, we present the crystal structure of ATXN1’s AXH domain bound to CIC and show that the binding pocket of the AXH domain to CIC overlaps with the homodimerization pocket of the AXH domain. Thus, the binding to CIC disrupts the homo-dimerization of ATXN1. Furthermore, the binding of CIC reconfigures the complex to allow another form of dimerization mediated by CIC, showing the intricacy of protein complex formation and reconfiguration by ATXN1 and CIC. Identifying the surfaces mediating the interactions between CIC and ATXN1 reveals a critical role for CIC in the reconfiguration of the AXH dimers and might provide insight into ways to target the ATXN1/CIC interactions to modulate SCA1 pathogenesis.

2 Experiment
AXH-CIC21 complex was crystallized in the presence of 3 mM CIC21 peptide (EPRSVAVFPWHSLVPFLAPSQ) in a reservoir solution containing 0.1M Calcium chloride, 24% (v/v) PEG 3350 and 4% (v/v) pentaerythritol ethoxylate by the hanging drop vapour diffusion method at 20°C. AXH-CIC28 complex was crystallized in the presence of CIC28 peptide (MFVWTNVEPRSVAVFPWHSLVPFLAPSQ) in a mother liquor containing 1.6M NaCl, 3% (v/v) glycerol, 16% (w/v) PEG 3350 and 1mM L-Glutathione. AXH-CIC21 crystals were soaked in a cryo solution containing 26% (w/v) PEG3350 and 10% (v/v) Glycerol. For AXH-CIC28, the mother liquor solution was used as a cryo-proteactant. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the beamline 17A at Photon Factory, Tsukuba, Japan and the beamline 5C at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory, Pohang, Korea. The data were processed using HKL2000.

The AXH-CIC21 structure was determined by Se-SAD method using Phenix, and refined using CNS. The AXH-CIC28 structure was solved by molecular replacement method using the AXH apo-structure as a search model and refined using CNS program. The structure factors and coordinates of the structures were deposited at the Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org, PDB ID: 4J2J for AXH-CIC21, 4J2L for AXH-CIC28).

3 Results and Discussion
To understand the molecular mechanism mediating ATXN1-CIC interaction, we determined the crystal structure of ATXN1’s AXH domain bound to a highly conserved N-terminal region of CIC (28-48 a.a., CIC21: EPRSVAVFPWHSLVPFLAPSQ) at 2.5 Å resolution using Single-wavelength Anomalous Dispersion (SAD) method (Table 1). The complex structure reveals that CIC21 binds to a highly hydrophobic pocket of the AXH domain (Fig. 1).
Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics
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Upon further examination of the structure, we noticed that there are three molecules of the AXH-CIC21 complexes in an asymmetric unit in the crystal (Fig. 2). Among them, the structure of two AXH-CIC21 complexes suggests a possible new form of ATXN1 dimerization mediated by CIC.

To assess the biological relevance of this new form of AXH-CIC complex, we determined the crystal structure of the AXH domain bound to a longer CIC peptide (21-48 a.a., CIC28:MFVWTNEPRSVAVFPWHSLVPFLAPSQ) at 3.15 Å resolution by molecular replacement method using the AXH domain alone without CIC21 as a search model (Table 1).

There are two AXH-CIC28 molecules in an asymmetric unit of the crystals, which belong to a different space group with the AXH-CIC21 crystals (Table 1 and Fig. 3) indicating that the AXH-CIC28 molecules have a different packing environment with the AXH-CIC21. Indeed, the AXH domains make a new form of dimerization mediated by CIC28 dimer (Fig. 3). Two CIC28 molecules positioned in anti-parallel manner make an intertwining interaction between each other, and these two intertwined CIC28 molecules bridge two AXH domains.
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